ABSTRACT Printed circuit board (PCB) assembly lines are significant to produce a variety of electronic products. PCB manufacturing industries tend to move towards automated and complex manufacturing system due to an increase in the customer demand for more sophisticated products. PCB assembly process involves highly interrelated levels of planning and scheduling problems. Therefore, the current research investigates multi-level planning and scheduling of PCB assembly lines, which include line assignment to the PCB models, component allocations to machines, and component placement sequencing by machines on PCB boards. A mixed integer-programming model is developed to integrate the planning and scheduling problem of parallel PCB assembly lines to maximize the net profit. A hybrid spider monkey optimization (HSMO) algorithm is proposed to solve the multi-level planning and scheduling problem. The performance of the proposed HSMO algorithm is compared to artificial bee colonial (ABC), genetic algorithm (GA), particle swarm optimization (PSO), and simulated annealing (SA) algorithms. Moreover, the proposed HSMO algorithm is validated against ABC, GA, PSO, and SA algorithms with the case problem taken from well-reputed PCB manufacturing industry in China. The computation experiments indicate that the proposed HSMO algorithm can achieve good near-optimal solutions when compared with the other-mentioned four algorithms based on performance and efficiency for benchmark problems and real case problem.
I. INTRODUCTION
PCB boards are used in a variety of electronic products from small mobile phones and computers to large and more sophisticated aircraft and space shuttles. In recent years, the demand of PCBs has been increased significantly [1] - [3] . In today's technology enhancement era, electronic products need more improvement in their functions with minimal size to use them in smart systems. To cope with this issue, more sophisticated, innovative, and cost-effective production techniques are required. Steps involved in PCB manufacturing process to convert raw material into the final product are
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shown in Figure 1 . In PCB assembly process, the component placement using SMT machines is the most critical stage [4] ; therefore, it is focused in the current research. Moreover, there are various planning and scheduling decision problems in PCB assembly process, i.e., PCB Line Assignment Problem (LAP), Components Allocation Problem (CAP) and Components Placement Sequence Problem (CPSP). These problems are being faced at different level of planning hierarchy as indicated in Figure 2 .
In recent years, industries are using parallel PCB assembly lines with different capacities and number of machines [5] ; therefore, all the planning problems are significant to investigate. It can be seen from Figure 2 that planning problems are categorized in three different levels, in level 1 PCB boards are assigned to the PCB assembly lines, in level 2, the components are assigned to the machines in each PCB assembly line, and in level 3, the components sequence is determined for PCB boards on the SMT machines. To synchronize the customer demands and planning of various levels of the PCB assembly lines (PCBALs), Rogers and Warrington [6] proposed a hierarchal method. The line assignment problem (LAP) has been investigated in literature with different objectives, i.e., minimize the makespan, cycle time, setup time, line capacity and workload balancing using heuristics and mixed integer linear programming [2] , [7] . Neammanee and Randhawa [8] has investigated the LAP for high and low volume production and multiple tasks of PCB boards on the assembly line to minimize the makespan. Ellis and Bhoja [9] formulated a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) model to solve LAP using branch and bound algorithm.
The Level 2 problem is related to the allocation of components to different SMT machines and is known as component allocation problem (CAP). Components allocation to the SMT machines is significant because the optimum allocation of components is required to balance the workload of the assembly line identical to standard assembly line balancing problems. Torabi et al. [10] formulated a MILP model for CAP to minimize the processing cost and machine set-up times using a heuristic method. Lee and Kim [11] developed MILP model for CAP to balance the workload among the SMT machines in the assembly line using heuristic methods. Ji et al. [12] formulated the MILP to solve CAP for production of high-volume orders to minimize the cycle time using genetic algorithm.
The level 3 problem is related to the component placement sequence problem (CPSP), in which pick and place operation is performed for placement of components on the PCB boards. In a mass production system, CPS is considered as the bottleneck process in the PCBALs.
Zhu and Zhang [13] extracted from their studies that solving CPSP could significantly increase the performance of PCBALs. Neammanee and Randhawa [8] and Ho and Ji [7] addressed that CPSP is a lower level planning problem in which machines are required to optimize the placement sequence of the allocated components. In literature, various methods have been studied by different researchers, i.e., Zhu and Zhang [13] proposed an improved Shuffled Frog-leaping Algorithm and Shih [14] to solve CPSP in SMT machines. Eusuff et al. [15] studied CPSP and feeder location problem of SMT machine to optimize using the Shuffled frogleaping algorithm. Dengiz and Akbay [16] designed a simulation model to minimize the cost and maximize the profit in PCB production line. He et al. [17] worked on placement of a large number of tiny components on the surface of PCB and designed a multi-phase planning heuristic and simulated annealing algorithm to solve this problem. Grunow et al. [18] extended an idea of component sequencing to minimize the traveling time of the SMT machine head using operation planning in PCBA.
There is strong interdependency between different levels of the planning problem in PCB assembly and therefore, in literature different levels of the planning problems has been integrated and addressed. Hillier and Brandeau [19] designed a combined MILP model for LAP and CAP to reduce the net cost of the PCBAL. Furthermore, Gronalt and Zeller [20] integrate CAP and LAP to minimize the setup time and assembly time using heuristic approaches. Crama et al. [21] combined CPSP and LAP to focus on all distinct optimization problems related to PCB. Since all these three planning levels of PCBA are highly interrelated to each other. The solution of Level 2 problem influences the optimal solution of Level 3 problem and Level 2 problem is related to the solution of Level 1 problem. There is strong interdependency among all level problems in PCB assembly. However, in literature, all the three levels of planning problems have been investigated separately or with a combination of only two levels. Integration of planning and scheduling problems helps to make a unified space for the solutions, which consist of partial solutions for planning and scheduling of PCBAL. Therefore, multi-level planning and scheduling is required to solve three planning level problems simultaneously. Therefore, all these three levels of the problem are addressed simultaneously in the current research. Ji and Wan [22] reviewed the detailed literature about planning problems of PCBALs.
Since all these planning problems are NP-hard therefore heuristics [14] , approximation methods [23] , metaheuristics [15] and constructive heuristics methods [24] have been developed to solve different planning level problems separately or combined. Moreover, CAPs have been solved in the literature using genetic algorithm [25] , particle swarm optimization [10] and branch and bound algorithm [26] . Likewise, CPSPs have also been addressed in literature using local search [24] , genetic algorithm [27] and shuffled frog leaping algorithm [13] . Swarm intelligent optimization algorithms are also useful to deal PCBAL problems. Lin and Huang [28] proposed a modified artificial bee colonial algorithm for assignment problem and placement sequences of components on PCB surface. Besides, spider monkey optimization (SMO) algorithm is a recently developed swarm optimization algorithm presented by Bansal et al. [29] which is designed to balance the exploration and exploitation effect to attain better optimization results for continuous planning problems. SMO is commonly applied to numerical optimization problem [29] , [30] and preferred over other algorithms due to fast convergence rate [31] . However, hybridization in algorithm increases the performance of the actual algorithm for the specific problem type. Since the multi-level planning problems are complex because of dealing different problems simultaneously. To make SMO for discrete optimization problem and reduce the imbalance between exploitation and exploration motivate us to introduce hybrid SMO for the current problem by introducing new food sources and genetic operators in the original SMO respectively.
The novelty of current research is to consider multi-level planning and scheduling problems (LAP, CAP and CPSP) of parallel PCBALs simultaneously. Moreover, the empirical research problems are implemented to solve planning and scheduling problems simultaneously to maximize the net profit. Furthermore, hybrid spider monkey optimization (HSMO) algorithm is proposed first time for the discrete multi-level planning problem by introducing new food sources with integration of genetic operators (crossover and mutation) to make fast convergence and balance between exploitation and exploration. Therefore, the proposed HSMO outperform as compared to the original SMO.
The remainder of the paper is distributed as follows. Section 2 contains the current problem formulation and section 3 presents mathematical modeling. Section 4 describes the proposed hybrid spider monkey optimization (HSMO) algorithm to solve integrated multi-level planning and scheduling problem. Experimental design and computational results with analysis and discussions are elaborated in section 5 and section 6 respectively. In the last section, a brief conclusion of the research is extracted.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, a detailed description of a multi-level planning and scheduling problem of PCBALs is presented. The planning problem hierarchy for the PCB assembly is shown in the Figure 3 . It can be seen from Figure 3 that the Level 1 of planning problem consists of the customer orders and assignment of different PCB boards to the assembly lines. In level 2 planning problem, the electronic components are assigned to the SMT machines in assembly lines and the component sequence is determined to place them on the surface of PCB boards in level 3. It is assumed that orders are fixed with known due dates and capacity of each line is different.
NOTATIONS
Notations used in the model are summarized as follows: 
SDP ijl
Sequence Figure 4 .
A. LINE ASSIGNMENT PROBLEM (LAP)
Assignment of different type of PCB boards to different PCB assembly lines is discussed in this section. Number of SMT machines in each line defines the capacity of the line. Optimum assignment of PCB models to the assembly line is required to maximize the net profit by minimizing the sequence-dependent processing time.
Decision variables,
Equation (1) indicates the objective function, i.e., maximization of the net profit from all PCB assembly lines. Equation (2) is used to calculate the net profit of each assembly line for allocated PCB board to the line. The first part is unit profit for that PCB board and the second part is the penalty cost applied if PCB board is delayed from the due date. Equation (3) indicates the completion time of PCB board in assembly line is equal to the cycle time. The difference between completion time and due date of the PCB board gives an indication that either finished PCB board is completed on time or it is delayed. Equation (4) ensures that the total number of types of PCB boards assigned to assembly lines must be less than the number of assembly lines. Equation (5) ensures that each line can only be assigned one type of PCB board. Equations (6) and (7) express the binary values of the decision variable used in the constraints and objective function.
B. COMPONENT ALLOCATION PROBLEM (CAP)
In CAP, it is significant to optimize the allocation of components to SMT machines. Moreover, the CAP is more related to balance the workload on all machines in the line and therefore, minimize the cycle time is significant in this problem. A mathematical model for this objective is formulated in (8) .
Subject to :
Equation (8) represents the cycle time which is considered as the workload of machines and obtained from level 3 problem. The machine which has maximum SDP time is considered as the bottleneck machine in the assembly line. Equation (9) contains different sets of components which are available to allocate to machines in an assembly line. Each set of the component provides unique balancing solutions. Among all the balancing solution, the minimum value of cycle time is selected and assigned as the optimum value of cycle time. Equation (10) indicates the optimum value of cycle time with balanced solution. Equations (11) to Equation (17) are constraints for CAP. Equation (11) ensures that the sum of feeders of all machines in assembly line must be greater than the number of types of components of PCB assigned to the assembly line. Equation (12) shows that the number of types of components required for all PCB models must be less than the total available number of types of components. Equation (13) assures that the number of types of components required for PCB model at each machine must be less or equal to the number of feeders available at machine because one feeder can store only one type of component. Equation (14) ensures that each feeder can contain only one type of component. Equation (15) ensures that each type of component can only be in one feeder at a time. Equation (16) indicates that the set of components types for a PCB model is a subset of the set of all available component types. Equation (17) is the decision variable to represent the binary variable conditions.
C. COMPONENT PLACEMENT SEQUENCING PROBLEM (CPSP)
The components which are allocated to machines for a PCB board are assembled on the PCB board using pick and place machine. The component placement time depends on the traveling distance of machine head to pick and place the components on PCB board on different position. In short, the processing time of placement of component depends on the sequence of placement of the components on PCB boards. The workload on machines is sequence dependent process time and it is required to minimize the traveling distance of the machine head for component placement. The optimum sequence is required to maximize the throughput by minimizing the SDP time. The optimum value of SDP time is illustrated in (18) and the constraints are presented in (19) to (28) .
The optimum sequence is required to perform component placement in minimum time. Therefore, at this level, the cycle time of the assembly line is computed by the maximum SDP values of all machines at all possible components' sequences. Equation (18) is used to calculate the optimum value of SDP for each machine. Placement speed of machine head is assumed as constant for all machines because all machines are identical. Equation (19) is employed to calculate the VOLUME 7, 2019 traveling distance of machine head for each sequence of placement of components. Equation (20) indicates the sets of possible component sequences. The optimum sequence can be identified by calculating the traveling distances for each set of sequences. Equation (21) to (24) are the constraints for the sequencing of components problem. Equation (21) assures the placement of one component at only one position on the PCB surface. Equation (22) ensures the availability of single component for one position at PCB model. Equation (23) ensures the line balancing, i.e., the SDP of each machine in the line should close to the allowable limit. Equation (24) indicates smoothness index to ensure the cycle time deviation of assembly line and SDP of machines. Equations (25) to (28) are the binary decision variables adopted during calculation of constraints for CPSP.
IV. HYBRID SPIDER MONKEY OPTIMIZATION (HSMO)
Spider monkey optimization (SMO) algorithm is first time developed by Bansal et al. [29] . SMO is a swarm intelligent optimization algorithm inspired by social foraging behavior of a special type of monkeys known as spider monkeys (SMs). SMs fits in the class of fission-fusion social structure (FFSS) animals [30] . FFSS animals use their intelligent foraging behavior to find food sources (FS) in the form of groups. Each FS indicates the solution of an optimization problem, while the fitness value represents the nectar amount of the FS. The main structure of SMO contains three major phases called initialization phase, local leader phase and global leader phase. In the initialization phase the random swarms are introduced in the form of SMs groups. The global group has large number of SMs with one global group leader (GGL). The global group members are responsible to search FS and share their nectar amount information with the GGL using greedy selection. If the inertia exists i.e. the global group members gives similar results for specific number of cycles, then the GGL splits the global group into small local groups with local group leader (LGL) for each group. The division of global group is carried out in global leader decision (GLD) phase. The local group members are responsible to start foraging of FS and update the nectar amount information to their corresponding LGL in local leader decision (LLD) phase. All LGL transfer the information of nectar amount of food sources to GGL within their territorial boundaries to update their position in terms of optimized solution using greedy selection. There are two necessary control parameters to take appropriate decisions in the SMO known as global leader range (GLR) and local leader range (LLR). GLR and LLR are useful to minimize the inertia when GGL and LGL are unable to update their position after certain number of cycles. These phases of SMO work continuously until the termination criteria is satisfied.
The original SMO algorithm is appropriate to optimize the continuous problems. For example, Gupta et al. [33] , [34] presented SMO for the constrained and non-constrained continuous optimization problem to check the performance of scalable and non-scalable problems. In the multi-level planning and scheduling problem, variety of PCB models available to assemble the electronic components in the assembly line; which indicates the discrete nature of the current problem. Therefore, the integrated multi-level planning and scheduling problem of PCB assembly line is different from the continues optimization problems discussed in the literature. In the original SMO each spider monkey is assigned single food source to explore the number of optimized solutions. To cope with current multi-level planning optimization problem, a new food source representation is required. This food source is introduced in SMO to improve the exploration by increasing the local search space of the algorithm. Therefore, a new hybrid SMO (HSMO) algorithm is proposed by introducing genetic operators (i.e. crossover and mutation) in simple SMO to generate new neighborhood food sources for each swarm of spider monkey to solve discrete multi-level planning optimization problem. The wide range of local search in HSMO helps to search the optimum solution. A detailed process flowchart of the proposed HSMO is shown in Figure 5 and step wise description is given in the next section. 
A. FOOD SOURCE REPRESENTATION
In current multi-level planning and scheduling problem, the food source representation composed of three parts and each part represents the individual planning problem. The first part of food source P1 represents the LAP, second part of food source P2 represents the CAP and third part of food source P3 indicates the CPSP. The vector representation of P1 is shown in Figure 6 (a). It can be seen from Figure 6 (a) that the number of elements in the vector depicts the number of PCB board required to assign in assembly lines and their position in the vector shows their assignment sequence. It can be seen from Figure 6 (c) that PCB boards are assigned to each line according to the defined sequence in P1 of food source. Therefore, the purpose of first part of FS is to find an optimum allocation sequence of the PCB boards to the assembly lines. The P2 of food source can be seen in Figure 6 (b); each row indicates the SMT machines {M1 M2 M3} along with the allocated components {2 3 8 9 12}, {1 7 10 14} and {4 5 6 11 13} to each machine respectively. The purpose of P2 is to find an optimum component allocation by considering the workload balancing at each machine. Moreover, the P3 is related to CPSP, which is used to find the optimum component placement sequence. The allocated components in P2 are sequenced in P3 by considering the line balancing strategy. All the three parts of food source are illustrated in Figure 6 (c) together to solve them simultaneously using proposed HSMO.
B. FOOD SOURCE INITIALIZATION PHASE
In the proposed HSMO, the population of part P1 of FS is generated randomly with the size equal to population of swarms of SMs. Each part of FS is assigned to a swarm of spider monkey and number of swards in population are equal to the defined parameters in the problem. Similarly, for P2 and P3 the food sources are generated randomly based on P1 requirements. An initial population of food source of 'N' spider monkeys is initialized in the form of vector as shown in Figure 6 . Equation (29) is used to initialize the new food sources (29) where, SM min j and SM max j are minimum and maximum bounds respectively and r is a random number between 0 and 1 to initialize the population for each part of food source. SM ij is the j th dimension of the i th spider monkey.
C. LOCAL LEADER PHASE
In this phase local leader is responsible to update the existing SM swarms generated in initialization phase. To achieve this objective a new alternate position is generated for each part of food source with the help of local leader. The fitness value of P3 part of food source is calculated for each swarm of SM. At this stage the genetic operators (i.e. crossover and mutation) are introduced in the simple SMO to generate new neighborhood FS for each swarm of SM which helps to increase the local group search space. To generate new FS a random binary selection vector is generated having the length equal to the number of types of electronic component assigned to the assembly line in the P3 part of the FS as shown in Figure 6 . At this stage the component placement sequence is required to optimize based on the selection of best food sources. To improve the selection of best sequence for the component placement, the local search space of swarms is enhanced using genetic operators as discussed below.
Precedence preservative crossover (PPX) is applied to food source to share the information with each other. To understand the PPX procedure, an example is illustrated in Figure 7 . Randomly generated binary selection vector is used to decide the selection of parent element for offspring. In random vector, 1 represents parent one and 2 indicates parent two elements will be selected for new offspring. For instance, the first element in the parent selection vector is 1, which means first parent's first element will be selected for the offspring, and so on. Similar operation is performed to all the elements and finally swap mutation operation is performed to generate final offspring with new food source as shown in Figure 7 . The nectar amount of food source corresponding to the individual spider monkey is calculated in the form of fitness value. Greedy selection is applied at this stage to update the local group leader. The food source having maximum amount of nectar (fitness value) will be selected local group leader. VOLUME 7, 2019 In this phase the selection of best food source means the best placement sequence of the components with minimum value of SDP time as discussed in the level 3 problem. In local leader phase, the position of food source is updated based on the experience of both local leader and their group members using (30) .
where SM ij(new) is an updated position of food source, LL kj shows the j th dimension of the k th position of local group leader. SM lj is j th dimension of the i th spider monkey which is picked randomly from k th group in such a way that l = i.
D. GLOBAL LEADER PHASE
In global leader phase, updating the existing swarm is responsibility of the global leader. Unlike the previous local leader phase, this phase deals with only single dimension of the selected solution of food source. That single solution is selected for update based on its probability which is calculated using (31) .
Here, f i is fitness value for the i th swarm of spider monkey and max (f ) is maximum fitness value. The sum of x and y is equal to one, after performing various experiments the optimum result of probability obtained at (x, y) = (0.9, 0.1)as explained by Sharma et al. [30] . The fitness values of the current solution and the previous one is compared and the best one will be adopted.
In the proposed HSMO, the global leader phase is dealing with two planning problems i.e., LAP and CAP. Therefore, the food sources P1 part and P2 are considered in global leader phase. P1 and P2 parts of food sources are dependent to each other because the components are allocated in the P2 depend on the PCB model assigned in the assembly line. After calculating the probabilities of the randomly generated parts of food source P1 and P2, the fitness values are evaluated. This fitness values indicates the nectar amount of each part of food source corresponding to the individual swarm of spider monkey in the global group. After calculating the fitness values of each swarm of the P1 part and P2 part of food source, the genetic operators are applied on both parts similar to the local leader phase. The food source having maximum amount of nectar will be selected as best among all the global group member. In this phase the selection of best food source means the best line assignment (P1 part) and best allocation of the components to the machines in assembly line (P2 part).
Greedy selection method is implemented at this stage to update the global leader. In this phase, the swarms having best fitness among all the group members will be upgraded as global leader of that group. If the fitness of any swarm is not updating, then it will remain same until global count limit. This process also known as global leader learning stage.
The complete step wise description of proposed HSMO algorithm is shown in Figure 5 . In global leader phase, the position of food source is updated using (32) . (32) where, GL j indicates global leader in j th dimension.
E. LOCAL LEADER DECISION PHASE AND GLOBAL LEADER DECISION PHASE
In this phase, the local leaders and global leaders of each group investigate the food sources received from local leader phase and global leader phase. In case of local leader decision phase, if the food sources are not updated in the defined limit then it will be performed again for the next cycle from the local leader phase. While, in case of global leader decision phase, if the food source P1 part and P2 part are not updated the global group leader will split the group into sub groups to minimize the stagnation and premature convergence.
V. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
As described in the literature section, the multi-level planning problem of PCB assembly line is novel and benchmark problems do not exist in literature. Therefore, the performance of the proposed HSMO is tested based on the real time generated benchmark problems instances for parallel PCB assembly line problems. Selection of the problem size is important because problem size is directly related to the computational time, performance and efficiency of the algorithm. To compute the best configuration of the proposed HSMO algorithm according to the given PCB assembly line problem, the design of experiment (DOE) method is used in this section. In the current problem, there are three factors which can decide the scale characteristics of the problem i.e., number of assembly lines (L), number of machines (M) and number of components (C). These factors are categorized in three levels based on the problem size, i.e., small, medium and large as given in Table 1 . In order to design the different combinations of the problem sets, Taguchi factorial design of an orthogonal array (L9 (3 3 )) is adopted. Here, L9 indicates the nine problem sets while 3 3 represents three factors for the considered problem having three different levels. Total nine problem sets are generated as given in Table 2 . All PCB assembly line problem parameters (assembly lines, machines and components) are generated by uniform random distribution within predefined boundaries for each problem. The evaluation of results is concerned with the value of objective function for each test problem. The performance of the algorithm can be measured using various performance indicators; for example, convergence speed and robustness of solution. To evaluate the performance of the proposed HSMO algorithm, algorithm is tested on the above generated test problem instances and compared with four existing algorithms.
EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
There are total nine problem sets which are divided into three sizes based on the number of assembly lines. Problem sets {1, 2, 3}, {4, 5, 6} and {7, 8, 9} are named as small, medium and large size problem case instance. To estimate the performance of each parameter in all problem sets, 5 different replications are randomly generated for each problem set. Therefore, total 45 problem set case instances are used to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm and four existing algorithms. The proposed algorithm and compared algorithms are coded in Matlab and implemented on intel core i7, 3.4 GHz processor and 8 GB RAM computer. Moreover, the parametric tuning is performed using Taguchi method to find an optimum value of the objective function [35] . The optimum values of key parameters used for the proposed hybrid spider monkey optimization algorithm are summarized in Table 3 . In the next section, computational results of proposed HSMO algorithm and compared algorithm are explained based on the experiments performed for all generated problem sets. 
VI. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
In this section, the performance of the proposed HSMO algorithm is tested against some famous algorithms proposed in literature for PCB assembly line planning and scheduling problem: genetic algorithm [7] , artificial bee colonial algorithm [36] , particle swarm optimization algorithm [37] and simulated annealing algorithm [38] . To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed HSMO algorithm, a detailed computation experiments are executed for detailed comparison with above mentioned literature algorithms. The test problems generated in the previous section are used to evaluate the performance of each algorithm at the defined key parameters in Table 3 . Each test problem given in Table 2 are replicated five times to enhance the number of solutions and investigate the performance of the algorithms at various parameters. All algorithms are evaluated based on the computation time to achieve the optimum solution. The optimum and mean results of each problem set replicates after performing 100 iterations are given in the Table 4 . There are different performance indicators to evaluate the efficiency of the algorithms. These performance measures include diversity in results, quality of result and convergence speed towards optimum solution. Besides, the performance of the algorithm can also be evaluated using averaged relative percentage deviation (ARPD) which is calculated by using the (33) .
where C best is the best solution obtained from complete problem set consist of all five replications and C new is any new solution obtained from the same case instance. It is obvious that the smaller the value of ARPD, the better will be the proposed results because the maximization of objective function. Table 4 reports the comparison of optimum and ARPD results for the proposed HSMO algorithm and four compared algorithms on the premise of same experimental environment and key parameters. From the Table 4 : (1) it can be observed that the ARPD values for the proposed HSMO algorithm is smaller as compared to the other algorithms; (2) the optimum value of objective function is maximum for the proposed algorithm. Moreover, the superiority of the proposed HSMO algorithm over the compared algorithm always significant for all problem sizes. From the Table 4 , it can be concluded that the proposed algorithm can take advantage of genetic operators introduced to enhance the exploration capability of the spider monkey optimization algorithm. Therefore, the performance of the proposed HSMO algorithm is significantly superior to all compared algorithms. Furthermore, the performance of proposed algorithm over the compared algorithms is investigated in the next section based on different comparison criteria.
A. COMPARISON AMONG ALGORITHMS
The performance of the proposed HSMO algorithm and four compared algorithms is examined with maximum net profit value for each problem case instances generated in VOLUME 7, 2019 the previous section. The purpose of the comparison of proposed algorithm with previous literature algorithms is to validate the performance and effectiveness of the algorithms.
All the problems sets are tested to evaluate the net profit under all defined assumptions and constraints with carefully implementation of algorithms. The computation time is taken as the termination criteria for all the algorithms to find the optimum value of net profit. After testing all the FIGURE 8. Convergence curves for computation time and net profit; Problem (1-3) for small size problem sets, Problem (4-6) for medium size problem sets and Problem (7-9) for large size problem sets.
algorithms at 1000 seconds computation time, the optimum results obtained from algorithms on each problem set are given in Table 4 . It can be noted that, in Table 4 the results obtained by the proposed HSMO algorithm always maximum as compared to other algorithms' results which indicate that HSMO outperforms against the compared algorithms. For instance, in problem set 1, the optimum value of net profit for ABC, GA, PSO, SA and HSMO are 5769, 5657, 5241, 5715 and 6025 RMB respectively, which indicates that proposed HSMO algorithm perform better than all compared algorithms.
1) PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF ALGORITHMS BASED ON THE CONVERGENCE
The performance results based on the convergence speed of solutions with respect to computation time of each algorithm are investigated in this section. The optimum results of the objective function are evaluated by using proposed algorithm and compared algorithms for the specific period to investigate the performance and convergence speed. In the current case, performance of all algorithms is investigated at 1000 seconds computation time as a termination criterion. The optimum value achieved at every 0.5 second is observed to investigate the time at which the convergence of algorithm stops. After settings key parameters (given in Table 3 ) of algorithms, proposed and compared algorithms are tested on all problem sets generated in the previous section. The graphical results of all nine problem sets obtained after executing each algorithm for 1000 seconds are shown in Figure 8 . As each problem set contain five replications named as cases, so case 5 is taken from each problem because case 5 is considered as hard problem due to the complexity. Therefore, it is helpful to investigate the performance of each algorithm based on their convergence speed and optimum results with respect to computation time.
As all the test problem case instances are maximization problems; therefore, the greater fitness values correspond to good solutions. For instance, graphs in Figure 8 illustrates the comparison of algorithms based on convergence trend of nine problem sets for 1000 seconds run using proposed HSMO, ABC, GA, PSO and SA algorithms. It can be seen in Figure 8 that proposed algorithm found with maximum VOLUME 7, 2019 profit and high convergence rate. Moreover, it can also be observed from the graphs that in most of problem sets; ABC, GA, PSO and SA algorithms do not find the better solution as compared to the proposed HSMO algorithm. Hence, from Figure 8 , it can be concluded that HSMO is best for all size of PCBAL problems because of high degree of accuracy of solutions with fastest convergence rate. HSMO perform more faster to achieve the best results in very short time and converge the solution towards optimal point till the termination criteria met. While, the convergence of the other algorithms i.e., ABC, GA and PSO is also fast in start but stopped convergence specific time. SA algorithm is different from the other compare algorithms because it operates according to annealing process and it can also select bad solutions. Therefore, the SA solutions in all the problem are not consistent and stable but the convergence speed of SA is very less as compared to other algorithms. It can be seen from the Figure 8 that although ABC, GA and PSO algorithms gives fast convergence of the solution but the optimum results of the proposed HSMO algorithm are better because of the more exploration. In the start, the convergence rate of HSMO algorithms is less but with the passage of the time, convergence rate is accelerated towards the optimum solution with proportional to the number of iterations performed. Similarly, ABC, GA, PSO and SA algorithms also indicate the fast convergence, but their convergence does not show the proportional behavior with computation time as shown in Figure 8 .
Furthermore, it can be seen in Figure 8 that HSMO always give best optimum result for all problem sets. For instance; in problem 1, HSMO has achieved 7841 RMB profit, while GA, PSO, ABC and SA achieved 6805, 6847, 6739 and 6599 RMB respectively which shows that HSMO outperform against all compared algorithm. Moreover, the results of different algorithms can also be observed with respect to the computation time. For instance; in problem 1, most of algorithms achieved their optimum solution at near the 300 seconds, at this point the net profits for HSMO, GA, PSO, ABC and SA are 7733, 6805, 6843, 6691 and 6262 RMB respectively. A significant difference in the net profit value is observed between HSMO and all compared algorithm. Moreover, the PSO, GA and ABC achieved their optimum results before 300 seconds and there is no further improvement of solution is observed and the results of SA algorithm are also stable but with slow converge rate as compare to other algorithms. On the other hand, HSMO achieved better result than all other compared algorithm at nearly 300 seconds, which shows that the HSMO algorithm have less chance of trapping in local optima during the improvement in global optima. Similar trend is observed in all size of problem sets shown in Figure 8 . This characteristic indicates that the proposed HSMO algorithm outperforms and achieve better results as compared to ABC, GA, PSO and SA algorithms. Therefore, the performance of HSMO with respect to convergence is superior than other algorithms and results demonstrate that exploration of HSMO is very effective.
2) PERFORMANCE OF ALGORITHMS BASED ON THE ROBUSTNESS OF SOLUTION
To verify the performance and effectiveness of the proposed HSMO algorithm, robustness of the solutions for each problem set is investigated in this section. For this purpose, each algorithm is run for 100 iterations. For each problem set, algorithms are run 20 times for 100 iterations and mean values are calculated for each solution. These mean values are used to investigate the robustness of the solutions as shown in Figure 9 . One case problem is taken from each problem size sets replica to identify the robustness of optimized solutions. There are total nine mean value plots and each plot represent mean solutions values in one problem set. From the mean box plots in Figure 9 , it can be observed that the proposed HSMO algorithm always outperform against the compared algorithms for all size of problem sets. Moreover, it can be seen in Figure 9 that mean and median values of net profit obtained from the proposed HSMO algorithm are always higher than the other compared algorithms. The solutions obtained from the HSMO algorithm are close to each other which indicates the robustness of solutions. In all problems the robustness of HSMO is stable and for ABC, GA, PSO and SA mean values of solution indicates that their solutions are not robust and vary with the increasing the number of iterations and computation time which shows the divergence behavior of the solutions. The solution obtained from ABC, GA and PSO also shows high robustness while the SA shows more divergence in the solutions. In general, any metaheuristic performs two main searching capabilities (Exploration and Exploitation). In this study, the proposed HSMO algorithm and compared algorithms i.e., ABC, GA and PSO are Population based algorithms which performs both exploration and exploitation while SA algorithm is a signal-based algorithm which perform only exploitation. Therefore, deficiency in exploration increases the chance of trapping the solution in local optima and robustness of the solution also decrease. ABC algorithm also perform with good robust solutions, but the proposed algorithm gives best solution in less time and in lesser number of iterations because of the hybrid nature of HSMO due to genetic operators. The genetic operators increase the exploration property and search more optimum solution. Due to this reason the solutions of HSMO gives high solution. Due to this reason the solutions of HSMO gives high value of net profit as shown in Figure 9 . The fluctuation in robustness indicates that the results are not stable to find an optimum solution.
Furthermore, the error points in the plots in Figure 9 indicate the diversity of the solutions away from the optimum and mean values. It can be observed from Figure 9 that HSMO algorithm have few error points and near to the mean value. On the other hand, for the other four compared algorithms the error points are more and far from the mean point which indicates the disturbance in solutions. Therefore, it can be analyzed that proposed HSMO algorithm gives stable and more optimum solution in minimum number of iterations and FIGURE 9. Boxplots for robustness of solutions; Problem (1-3) for small size problem sets, Problem (4-6) for medium size problem sets and Problem (7-9) for large size problem sets. less computation time. Moreover, minimum variation in the mean value shows more reliability of the results of algorithm for that problem. Higher the mean value indicates more the net profit; therefore, from all the above comparison of results, it can be concluded that HSMO always outperforms against the four compared algorithms. To verify all these performance indicators in real time problem a case study problem is presented in the next section.
B. CASE PROBLEM
Multi-level planning and scheduling problem of a PCB manufacturing company in China is selected to investigate the performance of the proposed HSMO algorithm and compared algorithms to optimize the net profit. Two parallel PCB assembly lines are selected (Line 1 and Line 2) for two different PCB models (model A and model B) which are available to assign to the assembly line. Both assembly lines consist of four SMT machines to assemble different electronic components to the PCB surface. Both PCB models required eight different types of component with total quantity of 20 and 25 components for model A and B respectively. In the initial population same sequence of the components is assigned for all algorithms to start them from same initial solution. The initially assigned components types to the machines in assembly line and component placement sequence to the PCB surface are given in the Table 5 .
After performing all iterations, the final optimum allocation of components using different algorithms are given in Table 6 and optimum component placement sequence of the components are illustrated in Figure 10 . Figure 10 is the schematic diagram of parallel assembly lines of PCB industry, in which initialized, and end results of the net profits are illustrated. It can be seen from the results in Figure 10 that the proposed HSMO outperforms against the four compared algorithms as net profit value is higher.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, multi-level planning and scheduling problems of parallel PCBAL is studied with an objective function of net profit maximization. The importance of multi-level planning and scheduling problem for parallel PCBALs and lack of research literature in this area are the motivation behind this research. A mathematical model is formulated for the integrated planning and scheduling problems, i.e., (LAP, CAP and CPSP) based on logic and statistical interpretation. A new hybrid spider monkey optimization (HSMO) is proposed to optimize the current NP-hard problem. New real time benchmark problem instances are generated for the novel integrated planning problems of PCB assembly line. The computation experiments are performed to analyze the performance of the proposed HSMO algorithm based on convergence and robustness of the final solutions. The results reveal that the proposed HSMO outperforms against ABC, GA, PSO and SA algorithms. Furthermore, a real-time industry case problem for parallel PCBAL is investigated with an integrated planning and scheduling problem to validate the performance of the proposed HSMO algorithm.
In future research, multi-level planning and scheduling problem scheme can be extended for multi-objective and mixed model PCBAL problems simultaneously.
